
First of all, I would like to say thanks to the guest who came here and sat next to me 

despite having a busy schedule. I would like to say thanks to the principal, my 

colleagues and all those who participated in today’s program. Today is the Republic 

Day of India where we celebrate how our constitution was made and how it works for 

us today as well as tomorrow too! The constitution is like a religion in many countries, 

but they all treat them with the same importance as their own religious books do. 

Like our religion, the constitution also tells us what is right for citizens of India to follow 

and not all actions that people think might be bad like tax avoidance or killing animals 

etc..It is not hard to understand the rules and regulations in schools because they are 

similar to those of the country. 

Our constitution gives us rights and responsibilities too as both are part of our culture. 

It is important to take up the role of a citizen first before having any rights or privileges 

in that country. People are capable of getting an education, but they also carry 

responsibilities when they go to school or work in the workplace because their job 

depends on what happens at that place. 

Many people play a prominent role in the constitution of India. Dr. B R Ambedkar was 

chairman of the constitutional committee that wrote India's constitution, which is now 

India's national law and lawmakers are elected by popular vote for five-year terms. You 

can see how important leaders are in making decisions on what will happen with those 

who live under their laws or rules they write up. Seven men are sometimes linked with 

India's constitution these were Lord Mountbatten (leader of the Britishers), Dr 

Ambedkar, Jan Sangh founder Vishnubha Desai and Benegal Raghunath Reddy who 

was also a member of Parliament at that time all three helped draft India's Constitution 

after winning in the Indian elections in 1951 which started up down under to unite more 

Indiansafter living separately for so long by caste. 

One of the amazing things about India's constitution is that it states that everyone 

should be treated equally and not ruled over by one person or institution. This sets a 

good example for other countries around the world. 

We celebrate our freedom because we believe in equality and liberty for all of us. That's 

why we're proud of being a republic country, not just in India but also abroad too. 
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